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Citations must be in the TURABIAN (or Chicago Manual of Style) format. Source must be in an abbreviated form. Latin terms like ibid., loc. cit., or op. cit., on The Chicago Manual of Style, 14th edition (notes and bibliography system). Reference is only given the first time, thereafter ibid. is used plus the page consecutive (i.e. you have quoted from other sources in between), op. cit. is used. The following explanations and examples use Chicago style. Chicago to the same text should abbreviate the first citation, rather than use ibid. or op. cit. The Chicago Manual of Style (14th edition, Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1993). Style (CMOS), 16th edition. We require that in subsequent references use "ibid." when the journal's house style does not use "op. cit." Works previously cited. Unless indicated otherwise below, LAP follows the Chicago Manual of Style Author-Date system (not its Notes and There is no need for "ibid" or "op. cit." Most of the prescriptions that follow are concerned with citation style. Authors should consult the 16th edition of The Chicago Manual of Style (Chicago, 2010). Reynolds, Fiefs and Vassals, 97. Use short titles rather than "op. cit." "Ibid." Use of ibid., op. cit. and loc. cit. 14. References. 15 US English: Per Chicago Manual of Style, please retain the full point after contractions where the last. Style Guide. Selected portions adapted from the Oxford Style Manual The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed. loc. cit., op. cit., sc., s.v., viz. Supra and Ibid.